Association between psychotic experiences and depression in a clinical sample over 6 months.
Psychotic-like experiences (PLEs) are used to identify individuals considered to be at Ultra High Risk (UHR) of, or prodromal for, psychotic disorder. They are also common in the general population and in clinical samples of non-psychotic individuals. Depression has been found to be an important factor in mediating outcome in those with PLEs in both community and UHR populations. It is associated with increased risk of transition to psychotic disorder in the UHR group, and with need for care in relation to PLEs in community samples. In this study we aimed to examine the 6-month outcome of PLEs in a sample of help-seeking young people aged 15 to 24 years in relation to their level of depression. Subjects (n=140) were assessed at baseline and 6 months for PLEs and depression. PLEs were measured by the Community Assessment of Psychic Experiences (CAPE). Depression was assessed as a continuous measure using the Mood and Anxiety Symptom Questionnaire (MASQ) and categorically according to DSM-IV diagnosis of mood disorder. PLEs reduced in conjunction with an improvement in depression level and with remission of diagnosis of mood disorder. It is important to assess depression in those with PLEs and consider the need for treatment of the comorbid depressive syndrome. This may reduce the risk of worsening of PLEs and transition to psychotic disorder.